
DON’TS:DO’S:
When mounting lenses, do not remove the Rim from the Frame.

Never heat a Wiley X frame.

Do not remove the information cards that come in the case 
with your Wiley X frames. There is crucial information for 
outside labs in order to fill prescriptions within an 
authentic Wiley X frames to meet required ANSI standards.

Do not cut RX lenses oversize; this will stress the frame 
causing it to crack over time.

Do not put a flat lens into a wrapped frame, without the 
proper bevel equipment as this can splay the temples 
rendering it unusable.

Here at Wiley X, Inc. we know how important prescription 
eyewear is to you and your customer, therefore all Wiley 
X, Inc. eyewear has been compensated accordingly for 
wrap, tilt, and vertex distance to achieve superior optical 
quality. This may result in slight RX power differential 
between the RX lenses and the one you have prescribed 
to custom fit specific vision needs.   

Keep the Rim in the frame when mounting lenses.

Only use bevel machines that are designed for 
wrapped lenses.

Wrap RX compensation is done on all Wiley X frames.

Only use polycarbonate material lenses in a Z87 
stamped frame.

All lenses must be cold snapped into Wiley X frames.

When in doubt, please call the RX Dept. at 
1.888.210.8926

Because of the specific lens requirements in our ANSI 
certified frames; we recommend that you only use an 
authorized Wiley X Lab for filling prescriptions. Filling 
prescription within an authentic Wiley X, Inc. frame 
through a non-authorized lab will void your warranty. 
Please contact your Wiley X, Inc. representative for a 
list of authorized labs.   

A3517(1)

MAINTENANCE:  Wiley X lenses are specially coated to offer superior abrasion 
resistance.  Please follow below instructions to prolong the life of your lenses 
and keep them performing at their best:

Clean lenses with water only.                                   
Do not use solvents or special cleaners.  
Use micro-fiber cleaning cloth provided to gently wipe clean.  
Never use paper products to clean and avoid wiping lens surface when dry 
and/or dirty as this may potentially scratch the lens.
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Never use paper products to clean and avoid wiping lens surface when dry 
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Use micro-fiber cleaning cloth provided to gently wipe clean.  
Never use paper products to clean and avoid wiping lens surface when dry 
and/or dirty as this may potentially scratch the lens.

WARNING: Wiley X brand eyewear is tested tough.  However, impact resistant 
eyewear is not unbreakable and does not provide unlimited eye protection under all 
circumstances and conditions. Misused, abused, scratched and/or damaged 
eyewear can reduce impact protection (and void your limited warranty).  Dirty 
and/or wet eyewear can impair vision and reduce safety (resulting in personal injury 
and/or property damage). Keep your Wiley X eyewear clean with water only.  Do not 
use solvents or abrasives as it could scratch or damage the product reducing its 
effectiveness.   Store your Wiley X eyewear in the protective case provided to 
prolong the life of the lenses.  Most of all, take all appropriate precautions when 
wearing your Wiley X eyewear during hazardous and/or dangerous activities and 
conditions.   Wiley X, Inc. is not responsible for personal injury, property damage or 
losses incurred while using Wiley X brand products.
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REMOVE GASKET FROM FRAME
RIM REMOVAL

 LENS REMOVAL   LENS REMOVAL   (OPTION 2)  DO NOT TWIST FRAME (OPTION 1) 

Pull Rim apart 
outward from top and 
bottom

Insert back

Insert nasal

Snap bottom into 
place

Push out lens using 
thumbs

Push lens outward at 
nasal using thumbs

Hold Rim firmly at 
nasal

Push outward with 
thumb

with index fingers 
outside , secure 
pressure on inside of 
the frame nasal area.

1

2 3 LENS/RIM RE MOUNT4 The Lens/Rim will both mount back into the bezel by 
the follow steps:

This is a guideline for all WileyX “Rim System” products. High +  - Rx 
may take additional pressure to remove/remount 

Note:  Keep Rim in the frame 
when mounting lenses

*

Mount lens with Rim in frame*
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